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In 2002, organized American veterans and their political allies began an intense national lobbying campaign to close military service records long recorded at the county level. Fueled by reports of potential identity theft circulating on the Internet, and in military and veterans’ publications, the nationwide campaign proved very effective.¹ As a result, millions of individual military records previously open and accessible to the public at the county level were effectively closed by changes in state and local policy. Over the next three years, most states passed legislation specifically restricting access to veterans’ records recorded by counties.

Perceived threats, and a few actual incidents, were widely reported. For example, the Akron Beacon Journal (Ohio) reported that a state investigation found that allegations that a "Pittsburgh company sent Ohio veterans records to India" were false.² Many of the reports were repeated in several military service and veterans’ publications, then found their way into the newsletters of politicians, organizations, and government agencies. A short article on “stolen identities” was published in the American Legion magazine in April 2000. The author warned veterans that “if the intended victim is a veteran, crooks might simply go to a county court-house.”³

Readers of the Legion article were warned that some counties put veterans’ records on the Internet along with other public documents. That warning, with good cause, was being repeated two years later.⁴ For example, the website of the Clerk of Court of Lee County, Florida continues to say that records filed in that office "prior to the effective date of Florida Statute 119.07 [enacted in 2007] will continue to be displayed on the Internet website unless a written request for removal has been presented to the Clerk." Statute 119.07 modified a previous Florida law that required “that images of County Official Records be published on the Internet by 2006.”⁵ Similar provisions may be in effect in other states.


³ Gary Turback, “Stolen Identities: The Nation’s fastest growing crime puts all Americans at risk especially military personnel and veterans,” American Legion, April, 2000, 40-41.


In January 2002 the Army News Service reported that “Identity theft is the fastest growing crime today...” with 600,000 to 700,000 cases reported to the Federal Trade Commission in 2000. Veterans were particular targets according to the Army News Service.\(^6\) That report, further disseminated by Army Echoes (the Army publication produced for retired soldiers) is often mentioned as the spark that set off the drive to close veterans’ records in county government offices and records centers.\(^7\) Its influence was widely felt and it is one of the most cited justifications for the closure or restricting of local veterans’ records.

At its June, 2002 Annual Conference, the National Association of County Veterans Service Officers (NACVSO) resolved to support “a requirement for all states' laws to protect the privacy of their veterans' military discharge documents and the information contained in [them] on file with county clerks.” NACVSO further resolved to “monitor this process of all states' laws ensuring the privacy of their veterans' DD-214s [Reports of Separation] on file with county clerks, and make reports on this to the military, VA and other organizations.”\(^8\) That second resolution certainly helped to sustain the drive to close local veterans’ records.

In a report published in August 2002, the Army Legal Assistance Division at Ft. Benning, Georgia cited the Army New Service and other reports in an overview of its recent proposals to help service personnel protect their privacy.\(^9\) Within months, most of the state legislatures were considering legislation to protect veterans and reduce the threat of identity theft using military records recorded by counties.

By February, 2003 a national genealogical website reported that “an Internet search with DD214 identity theft as criteria received 744 hits. Many of these hits referenced articles in veterans newsletters...Many of the hits were redundant and contained much the same content.”\(^10\)

---


ORIGINS OF THE PROBLEM IN NEW YORK

Since the Civil War, many states have encouraged veterans to have their military service records recorded with county clerks and courts. In New York, a special Bureau of Military Statistics was created in 1865. The Bureau was to “collect and preserve an authentic [biographical] sketch of every person from this state who has volunteered into the service...since April 15, 1861.”\(^{11}\) The work of the Bureau of Military Statistics was supported by information on veterans collected by several state and local agencies. Nearly all of it is available today in its original form. Much of it has been published and is available to the public on microfilm.\(^{12}\) In New York, information collected was included in open public records (census, town clerk’s reports, and annual reports of the state Adjutant General).

Chapter 214, Laws of 1920 provided for the voluntary recording of the honorable discharges of the veterans of World War I. In New York, veterans’ military records were generally recorded in the “Miscellaneous Records” kept by County Clerks until World War II. For the first time, this law included the date April 6, 1917 as the starting date for recording veterans’ records.\(^{13}\)

Chapter 332, Laws of 1942, and Chapter 313, Laws of 1943 offered World War II veterans the same opportunity to have their discharges recorded by County Clerks.\(^{14}\)

From time to time, the state Adjutant General, the State Historian and some cities and counties published summaries of local veterans’ records, including the names of those who served. Generally, veterans' records were considered open public documents. In an age when identity theft was not a major threat, making veterans' records public was a matter of personal and community pride while it also served the public interest.

In 1950, the New York State legislature passed what became Section 250 of the state Military Law. That statute provided for the continued recording of military


\(^{12}\) Ibid. Appendices C-H. 109-122.

\(^{13}\) Laws of New York, ch. 214, (1920).

\(^{14}\) Laws of New York, ch. 332, (1942); ch. 313, (1943). The purpose of local recording was to provide an efficient means of providing local access to veterans’ records to expedite possible future benefits.
"discharge" documents (issued after April 6, 1917, the date of American entry into World War I) by county clerks, free of charge. The record made was considered a benefit to veterans for their personal use.

Commercial use of the information found in local veterans' records was recognized as a problem by 1966. That year, the state Attorney General's office issued an opinion that allowed County Clerks "to refuse to disclose the contents of the [veteran's] certificate to those who have a purely commercial interest in them, since disclosure would not be for the veteran's benefit." Freedom of information laws had not yet outlawed the restriction of information based upon its potential use.

A legislative solution to the continued problem of inconsistent action by county clerks was enacted in 1968. That year, the state legislature passed Section 79-g of the state Civil Rights Law. By that statute, veterans were given "the right to direct the county clerk to keep such paper sealed and confidential." Upon the veteran's request, the county clerk could no longer make the service record available to the public. However, in the absence of a specific request to seal the veteran's record, public access was permitted. That opinion was confirmed by a 1994 advisory opinion provided in a letter from the Executive Director of the state Committee on Open Government to Warren Broderick, Senior Public Records Management Specialist at the State Archives. Director Robert J. Freeman stated that "when veterans [do] not direct that certificates of honorable discharge be sealed, I believe that those records must be disclosed." The state Freedom of Information Law, Freeman said, "is based upon a presumption of access."

In 1998 a New Jersey resident challenged the refusal of the Westchester County (NY) Clerk to provide access to a veteran's record. The Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) was the basis of an appeal to the Committee on Open Government. Again, Director Freeman confirmed that a veteran could request that the clerk "seal" his record and that such a request closed the record to the public. Freeman also addressed the issue of personal information and privacy

---

17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
stating that “the Freedom of Information Law permits an agency to withhold records to the extent that disclosure would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” Therefore, Freeman said, “A local government agency may delete social security numbers from records,” but was not obliged to do so. The judgment of the clerk would prevail. Considering previous opinions, Freeman concluded that “the provision…represents what might be viewed as an internal conflict in the law…[because] rights of access to a list of names and addresses, or equivalent records, may be contingent upon the purpose for which a request is made,” a factor normally prohibited by the FOIL.20

In 2004, the Attorney General’s office concluded that previously filed certificates were vulnerable to “improper use unless veterans are made aware of their rights and take action to have the record sealed. Further legislative action may thus be necessary…”21 However, in New York “the change in State law closing public access to recorded veterans' DD214 discharges was a protracted process,” according to the Albany County Clerk.22

STATE SOLUTIONS

Several factors appear to have prompted rapid action by state legislatures after January 2002. The first was the rapid growth of the Internet and digital technology for copying and sharing information.23 Probably, the relative ease with which organized veterans could influence state and local officials also contributed to the emphasis on state action. The Army New Service article that precipitated much of the effort to close county veterans' records pointed out that 46 states had enacted identity theft laws by 2002 and "many state lawmakers are considering toughening laws already on the books."24 Much of that later effort would address the concerns of veterans.


Just a few months after the identity theft stories broke in military and veterans' publications, state legislatures began to respond. The Washington state legislature established a Working Group on Veterans' Records early in 2002. "The protection from identity theft for veterans who choose to file their discharge papers with the county auditor is a matter of gravest concern." The Washington working group sought to "develop a means to preserve the integrity of the public record while protecting those veterans from identity theft." Washington State passed the first restrictive legislation for local veterans' records, effective July 1, 2002.

By February, 2003 there were eight bills specifically addressing the issue of county veterans' records pending in the Texas legislature. Coalitions of veterans groups, as well as NACVSO and the Property Records Industry Association (PRIA) lobbied state legislators across the nation, coordinated the effort, and provided legislative background information. According to Albany County (NY) Clerk, Thomas Clingan, "few elected officials could withstand the combination of veterans' groups and organizations dedicated to removing private information from public records, especially when local news media fanned the flames." The result was a series of very similar state laws.

In part, that was the result of a recommended model statute prepared by the PRIA and NACVSO early in 2003. PRIA plainly stated that the "General Purpose Statute section [of the recommended model statute was] approved by the Executive Board of the Property Records Industry Joint Task Force on February 28, 2003 for immediate distribution in order to assist state legislatures in their 2003 sessions." The model statute included sections on "statement of purpose;" "definitions;" "acceptance policies;" "maintenance of the record;" "forms of access;" "access restrictions;" "request forms;" "handling of prior records;" "time limitations on confidentiality;" "filing and copy fees;" "funding;" "liability limitation;" "and effective date."
Good tools for comparison of the state laws enacted in 2002-04 have been provided by PRIA and NACVSO. They are available at the websites of the two groups and were jointly developed. Their primary drawback is that the information presented is five years out of date in the case of the PRIA chart; four years in the case of NACVSO. On the PRIA chart, New York is shown as having no statutory provision for restricting access to veterans’ records. While there was none stated in the Military Law, the Civil Rights Law and Freedom of Information Law clearly provided some restrictions. The data in the same “State Summary and Statutes” chart published by NACVSO is only slightly less dated. As the PRIA and NACVSO documents show, no state followed the proposed model statute exactly. Most state laws appear to conform to the model statute regarding the list of those to whom the content of veterans’ records can be disclosed: the veteran; the veteran’s parent, spouse, dependents, legal representative; a public official; and those authorized in writing by the veteran. Most of the new state statutes require no filing fee and no fee for certified copies after filing. Only a few provide for the removal of records previously made public, on the Internet in particular. Length of closure ranges from 50 years to permanent. Only a few states provided for the closure of records prior to the enactment of a new statute. In a few states, the closure of local veterans’ records provides for access by a genealogical society, a funeral director, the state librarian, or a veterans’ advocate organization. Few states differentiate between content and use restrictions and few provided penalties for misuse.

THE NEW YORK EXPERIENCE

The drive to close the records of all veterans recorded at the county level (post-1917) appears to have followed much the same course in New York as in other states. At the request of former Attorney General, Eliot Spitzer, state Senator Michael Balboni introduced a bill to amend Section 250 of the Military Law on March 18, 2005. It was approved by the Committee on Veterans, Homeland Security and Military Affairs and became Chapter 298, Laws of 2005 by vote of the legislature on July 26, 2005.


Ibid.


The amended Section 250 of the Military Law was very like the original statute as last amended in 1987. That amendment had authorized parents, spouses, dependents and children to receive copies of records sealed at the request of the veteran. The words “male or female” were added to the term “veteran” then. The new law provided for information disclosure to public officials and representatives of a veteran’s estate. It specifically followed the recommendation of PRIA and NACVSO in the disclosures it allowed. The new law also stated that “no filed certificate or any information contained therein” should be disclosed to unauthorized persons. In effect, that made even the existence of the certificate restricted information. The new law took effect immediately and covered all “certificates of honorable discharge” filed since April 6, 1917. Section 250 already provided for free recording and certification of discharges.

Chapter 298, Laws of 2005, took only three months to pass. That was probably due to the lobbying efforts already discussed. In addition, Albany County Clerk, Tom Clingan, stated that “the County Clerks in 2002 began supporting a request that the law be changed to seal all recorded discharges... We were fairly successful in getting the State Senate to take action to end public access to these records, but the Consumer Affairs Committee of the state Assembly was reluctant to restrict any public access to records, until then-Attorney General Eliot Spitzer came out strongly in favor of such legislation.” The fact that few changes were actually made to existing law was probably a factor also.

In addition to a blanket restriction on access to veterans’ records, the 2005 New York statute also resolved the conflicts between the Military Law, the Civil Rights Law and the Freedom of Information Law discussed earlier.

CONCLUSION

In 2006, several widely publicized breeches of security resulted in the possible compromise of millions of veterans’ records by the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). In May of that year, two separate incidents resulted in the possible loss of more than 26.5 million names, birthdates, and social security numbers of veterans and their spouses. Three months later, a VA consultant’s computer,

containing 15,000 more records, was stolen. Although the VA offered assistance to affected veterans, the incidents sustained the campaign for protection of veterans' records, confirmed the general fears of veterans, and moved their focus to federal legislation and VA policy.\textsuperscript{38}

Since 2006, there has been little additional state action to close veterans' records recorded by counties. At the federal level, however, the problem of securing veterans' records is now being addressed in several ways. The VA had instituted new security measures including new identification cards for veterans and better physical security of their records as early as 2004. The VA press release announcing the new identification cards said that "requests from veterans and their congressional representatives were instrumental in bringing about these latest changes."\textsuperscript{39} That agency, Congress, and many states have put in place laws and policies that provide assistance to veterans who believe that their identities have been compromised and better secure computerized records.

In 2007, a master's degree thesis at the Naval Postgraduate School examined the costs and benefits of eliminating the use of the social security number in favor of a unique military identification number (MIN). The author of the thesis found that "the transition to a MIN is a cost effective solution with a Net Present Value that falls between $701 million and $554 million over a 10 year period."\textsuperscript{40} That incentive may herald a major change in Defense Department policy. The inclusion of social security numbers on military records, which began in 1969, is the single greatest problem cited by critics of the security of veterans' records. It is likely to be discontinued.

On its website, NACVSO states that veterans were in a "vulnerable condition" before the organization's "DD 214 Security project began." The majority


of veterans’ records were considered open public records. After one case of attempted identify theft was investigated, it was found that the perpetrator had “hundreds of veterans’ names, social security numbers, and other information” in a laptop computer. “The common link found to all the names was that their DD 214s [Reports of Separation] were on the file with county clerks.”41

As a result of the campaign to close veterans’ records recorded by counties, thirty-three states strengthened or enacted laws to close those records by July 2007. Nine states still consider veterans’ records to be public, although one of them (Indiana) allows social security numbers to be redacted. Other states have allowed veterans to remove their filed records. Eight other states (and the District of Columbia) have no provision for locally recorded veterans’ records.42 For now, the issue is settled in New York. However, the drive to close county veterans’ records throughout the nation will probably continue, albeit with less urgency.


42Ibid.
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